
TYPE 15 TAPERED GALVANIZED STEEL POLE PER CALTRANS STANDARD PLAN ES–6A AND STANDARD SPECS. SECTION 56

CLEAR WALKWAY: 3'–0" CODE MIN. 4'–2" PREFERRED MIN.

4½" X 6½" ROUNDED RECTANGULAR HANDHOLE W/ COVER PLATER PER CALTRANS STANDARD PLAN ES–7M

CALTRANS NO. 3½ PULL BOX ON 6" CLEAN CRUSHED ROCK BEDDING PER CALTRANS STANDARD PLAN ES–8A. LOCATE IN SIDEWALK OR PLANTER AREA (NOT IN VEHICULAR AREA).

Ø1"x38" ANCHOR BOLTS AND ANCHOR PLATE PER CALTRANS STD. PLANS ES–6A AND ES–7M

REINFORCED C.I.D.H.PILE FOUNDATION PER CALTRANS STANDARD PLAN ES–7M AND STANDARD SPECS. SECTION 56 (590# CEMENTITIOUS MAT'L PER CY)

8'–LONG COPPER GROUND ROD

CITY OF MONTEREY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
580 PACIFIC STREET, MONTEREY, CA 93940
STREET LIGHT WITH TYPE 15 POLE
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